Draw Lincoln Green BACK TO FRONT
(like You Know Who)
Mess up Lincoln Green's bedroom by adding these things to the picture:

- a camera
- a cowboy hat
- a toy train
- a tennis ball
- a sock
- an empty bottle
- a pair of underpants
- a scrunched up bedcover

STANDING IN FOR LINCOLN GREEN

REMEMBER:
BE AS MESSY AS YOU CAN BECAUSE THAT'S HOW LINCOLN LIKES IT!

by David Mackintosh

CHORE #2
You Know Who let all the plants die.

Bring them back to life with your magic drawing skills before Lincoln’s Mum finds out...

There’s one plant that doesn’t need watering very much. But you can colour it in.
Lincoln Green prefers cannonballs to tidying.

Design an amazing swimming pool you'd like in your back yard, or maybe just somewhere you'd like to see Lincoln go for a swim...
Lincoln Green likes to time handstands in his bedroom

How many legs can you draw in the bedroom windows in...

50 SECONDS?

(no one has ever done all the windows in time)